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mOre hIllwalkINg CUltUre FOr may
Our Annual got more articles than we 
could include.  Since then we have been 
publishing the extra material. This month 
we have Frenchman David Guenot’s 
Ireland to Pyrenees Comparison, long 
time contributor gerrym on the Fei Sheehy 
Challenge and Aidan Dillon’s ambitious 
40 Year of Hillwalking.  And of course we 
have track reports, humorous articles and 
summit information.  
Enjoy. Put aside 30 

minutes to read it and enjoy more. 

There is little attempting to chart hillwalking’s rise as a popular 
national sport in Ireland. You would think it was some minor 
component of Mountaineering if you read some accounts instead of 
the reality of the relative sizes of activities. We are glad to publish 
Aidan Dillon’s Forty Years a Rambling as part of the more accurate 
view. Entertaining too!

Gerrym has been a long term contributor to MountainViews with 
summits descriptions and videos.  It is fascinating to see his “Road to 
Damascus”.  We all start in hillwalking with perhaps one main interest 
and it is a role of hillwalking culture to allow walkers see broader 
aspects of the sport.Read this for Gerrym’s conversion, for the story 
of Fei Sheehy and the extreme challenge named after her. 
Also see report on Maamturks with an extraordinary account of family 
tragedy and resolution.

David Guenot, part French, part Hibernophile, who lives within 
driving range of the Pyrenees but who has extensive knowledge 
of Irish hillwalking explains the differences for a hill-walker. His 
refreshing account of these differences will help you give you useful 
broad, background for walking in higher mountains.

MountainViews has always enjoyed the vivid writing of some 
contributors.  Some of it is also extremely funny such as the 
adventures of Pepé. He first made his shy and tentative appearance 
in our recent Annual but clearly has been further afield, in this case to 
India and “Test Your Physical Fitness Walk to Jakhu Temple” graded 
by age. 

NORTH, SOUTH, WEST, EAST, MIDLANDS: Route ideas and 
places to go. 

TRACK OF THE MONTH: A spectacular Central Dingle circuit.

3 vIDEOS FEATURED 
THIS MONTH: 
Slive League’s cliffs, 
Mullaghanattin from the 
Ballaghbeama Gap and 
wild camping in the Cuillin 
of Skye.

PHOTOGRAPHY: The 
best images from MVs 
contributors over the past 
month.
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Once Inaccessible, this 
Beauty awaits you.

The wave-like form of 
Benwiskin was once off-limits 
to walkers, but luckily now 
there is limited access, reports 
Peter Walker in an updated 
short summary.

http://mountainviews.ie/
summit/425/comment/5184/

The Burren rocks!

The well-marked Blue Trail 
provides spectacular vistas of 
the famed rocky landscape 
of the Burren, reports 
Damian120.

http://mountainviews.
ie/summit/1390/
comment/18889/

   

Sunset At The Murder Hole

Two comments from Aidy on 
the stunning Crocknasleigh in 
Donegal NW, accompanied 
by a couple of appropriately 
beautiful snaps

http://mountainviews.
ie/summit/1047/ 
comment/18893/

A ravishing ridge-walk 

Knockalla in Donegal NW is 
a small but fine top, reports 
Aidy, but to truly appreciate 
the area, he recommends 
taking in the 4km ridge to 
either side.

http://mountainviews.ie/
summit/884/comment/18891/

Scenery at its peak

Slievenalecka in Central 
Dingle is a distinctive peak, 
reports Bunsen7, and 
provides wonderful views of 
the multiplicity of surrounding 
loughs.

http://mountainviews.ie/
summit/599/comment/18885/

Bag this beaut in 20 minutes

Among the small of the 
Dunkerron Mountains, 
nonetheless Doire Gharb is 
a simple yet splendid bag, 
which you’ll ascend in no 
time, says eamonoc. 

http://mountainviews.
ie/summit/1075/
comment/18879/
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The Barrow Way

Great views of Brandon Hill 
in the South Midlands and 
the surrounding landscape 
are to be had on the highly 
recommended Barrow Way, 
reports Kennyj.

http://mountainviews.ie/
summit/423/comment/18866/

A mountain with lots to 
offer!

Having approached the 
ever-popular Luqnaquilla 
in Wicklow from multiple 
routes, Bunsen7 tells us of 
his latest, most challenging 
ascent.

http://mountainviews.ie/
summit/13/comment/18633/
   

Ireland’s Deepest Mud

Burned-out cars, courting couples and energy-draining mud greeted 
MountainBoy as he attampted to ascend Ireland’s most central 
summit, Arderin in the Slieve Blooms.

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/399/comment/18878/

Distant Dolphin views

May’s Track of the Month is an outing on the gnarly tendril of the 
Dingle peninsula, savouring the relative quietness of the central 
knot of mountains whilst drinking in the area’s standard mixer of 
spectacular mountain and coastal scenery. There’s variety closer 
at hand as well in bunsen7’s route, with turf-clutching ascents as 
well as a spot of wading thrown in. But it would be the middle and 
far distance that one remembered about this walk: both look very 
alluring from these vantage points.

east

east

mIDlaNDs

traCk OF the mONth
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Track of The monTh
This looped 
track offers 
Slievenalecka’s 
steep north ridge 
with Loch an Duin 
view as a starter, 
An Cnapán Mór 
with Cruach 
Sceirdre for the 
main and Slievanea 
with Pedlar’s lake 
view to finish.
Parked at the turn 
for Cloghane (as 

suggested on MV by member aidand) and crossed the road to follow 
the path to Loch an Duin.
Before reaching the lake I veered west to gain height and the 
northern ridge of Slievenalecka. This is a hill best appreciated from 
this ridge to its north as its steep and narrowing spire rises up ahead. 
The posts of an old fence line the way but soon the incline becomes 
challenging and the height gain considerable with hands, strong calf 
muscles and deep breaths required.
You promise yourself it can’t be much further and sure enough the 
ridge tops out right at the summit. Coum an Aire lies before you to 
the south before the steep rise to An Cnapán Mór, and the views over 
Loch an Duin behind to the startpoint are splendid.
After a tough start I opted for an easier ascent to An Cnapán Mór 
by heading for the outlet of an Loch dubh, the most easterly of 
the lakes, where I crossed the stream with boots in hand before 
ascending the eastern side taking a south westerly line to find a large 
stone pile where views towards Iveragh are striking and the gentle 
walk west to the summit can be savoured.
From the summit of An Cnapán Mór the remainder of the route is 
obvious in good weather. Don’t leave out Cruach Sceirde.

I descended north from Slievanea NE down rocky slopes before 
following a wall down to the edge of the forestry - the last kilometre 
back by road being a small price to pay for the comfort of knowing 
no access issues will arise and no second car is needed.

traCk OF the mONth (continued)

LENGTH: 14.8km Time taken: 3h44m 
ASCENT: 829m  DESCENT: 529m 
PLACES: Start at Q52261 08909, An Starraicín, 
An Cnapán Mór, Croaghskearda, Slieveanea, 
Slieveanea North Top, Q51595 07225 1.8km 
S from Start
(Statistics such as Ascent or Length etc should be 
regarded as approximate. Duration depends on the speed 
of the person making the track)

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3426/

CeNtral DINgle CIrCUIt

Loch Chom Callain from Slievenalecka

View from CruachSceirde

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3426
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The spirit of Sean Kelly lives on...

As a reminder that MV serves as a repository of tracks for those 
toting two wheels and spokes as well, simon3 has been riding along 
on his pushbike in the Wicklow countryside, and his track combines 
some main road, some back road, some off road and (whisper it) a fair 
amount of ascent too. But it also provides something the average day 
on the hill is hard-pressed to give you: the opportunity for a pub stop 
or a cafe break.

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3440/

Tawnyanruddia Nora!
Until recently ‘merely’ a bump on a spur abutting from the west side 
of Slieve Carr, Tawnyanruddia has received more attention following 
its identification as an Arderin Beg. Onzy has heeded its siren call 
and followed the Bangor Trail (which more resembles a canal than a 
footpath on this stretch) from the north in order to tick it off. The view 
west from the summit is only barely of this Earth, and renders the trip 
worthwhile even if you don’t continue to the parent summit. (I bet 
Onzy wishes he had, though).

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3431/

traCks

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3440
http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3431
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traCks

Kings (for a day)

There are few more distinctive ranges of hills in Ireland than the 
Dartrys, and the emblematic summit is Benbulbin. ColinCallanan 
has made the ascent from the south side over the intervening Kings 
Mountain, and has also varied the route to include several sensational 
viewpoints on the edge of the cliffs that almost encircle the massif. 
Those prepared to schlep back and forth across the plateau could 
add such summits as Truskmore, Annacoona Top and Tievebaun.

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3419/

Where Eagles Dare, Possibly

The Iveragh peninsula is mountainous almost to its limits, and eirepur 
has submitted a track covering some substantial hills beyond the 
summits that usually see walker footfall. Two Arderins (Eagles Hill and 
Mullaghbeg) are covered, but a couple more tops could be added to 
the start and another to the end, and a huge amount of both fresh 
and salt water is visible throughout.

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3417/

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3419
http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3417
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PEPĒ CONQUERS THE HIMALAYAS
David Murphy
When it dawned, eventually, on Pepé that his exotic tour of India’s 
Golden Triangle (Delhi, Agra and Jaipur) included a three-day bonus 
trip to Shimla in the foothills of the Himalayas, the temptation for 
him to pack his hiking poles in the luggage proved irresistible. Off he 
flew, long-suffering wife in tow, on the holiday of a lifetime.

At the end of an adventurous fortnight Pepé and his Sherpa had 
two free days in Shimla, just the ticket after an intense, eleven day, 
escorted tour of the flat plains. Eager for the freedom elevation 
brings, he walked into one of Shimla’s four bookshops and purchased 
a local guidebook – a forty-pager complete with colour photos, great 
text, and an enormous fold-out illustrated map all for the princely 
sum of 60 rupees (€0.83). Within those pages he found the walk 
to the Kamna Devi temple atop Prospect Hill described in the text 
as “ideal for the amateur mountaineer”. Such a quaint statement 
proved inspirational for Pepé – he has always felt there to be more 
than a touch of the Mallory about himself.

The stroll from Hotel Cecil, where Pepé was staying, to Kamna 
Devi and back takes about two hours, including a steep ¾ kilometre 
path to the temple where the ever-faithful Sherpa unpacked a small 
lunch. To Pepé’s delight Kamna Devi summits at 2,177 metres – over 
7,000 ft. Hotel Cecil lies at an altitude of well over 2,000 metres, 
though Pepé does his best never to mention that.

Jakhu Hill, the peak that dominates Shimla’s skyline like no other, 
proved altogether more arduous. Starting at a point over 350 metres 
beneath the summit (and below hotel level) Pepé and his Sherpa 
made their way up incredibly steep steps, lanes, and narrow winding 
streets, ascending perhaps one hundred metres in altitude to what is 
known as The Ridge (2,205 metres above sea level).

At The Ridge they found themselves confronted by the 
informative pink-framed notice-board you see accompanying this 

article. Pepé and his 
Sherpa fall into the 50-
70 age-group; rather 
conveniently, neither of 
them set their watches 
(so he says) to time their 
climb to judge their 
fitness according to the 
aforementioned notice-
board. Suffice to say they 
took several rest-stops. 
Pepé puts these down 
to the thinness of the air, 
though happily neither he 
nor Sherpa experienced 
much by way of mountain 
sickness in their short 
Shimla stay.

The way up Jakhu Hill 
from the notice-board 
becomes so steep in 
places that Indian porters 
carrying heavy loads 

tend to walk it in zigzag fashion rather than tackle the path straight 
up; the gradient is that severe. Incidentally, that interesting notice-
board is in English not just for the benefit of tourists but also for 
Indians. Because India is made up of so many diverse languages 
(Hindi, Bengali, Urdu, Punjabi – to name a few) English tends to be 
the most common second language. Most literate Indian people can 
understand signage in English (though only perhaps ten per cent of 
them are able to speak it). Use of English on public signs is common, 
a legacy of empire, particularly in the Shimla region which used to be 
the summer home of the British Raj up until India’s independence in 
1947.  

The summit of Jakhu is adorned by a wonderful temple to Lord 

Notice-board for hill-walkers
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Hanuman, the Monkey God. A 
gigantic statue to this Hindu deity 
crowns the hill. Jakhu is home to 
some notorious monkeys, well 
known for grabbing ear-rings, 
spectacles and anything else they 
can get their hands on. They have 
even been known to empty the 
pockets of unsuspecting tourists. 
The sight of a hiking pole is 
enough to keep them at bay.

Jakhu Hill is also home 
to a very modern café built 
unobtrusively beneath the area 
of the temple. Here Pepé and 
Sherpa, ‘curried-out’ (as the 
whimsical expression goes) after 
a surfeit of fine Indian food over 
the previous dozen days, enjoyed 
a cappuccino, a mug of hot 
chocolate and a plate of chips 

for a total price of just 125 rupees (€1.74).
Food and drink went down very smoothly for Pepé when he 

realised Jakhu Hill rises to 2,454 metres, easily breaking the 8,000 ft 
barrier. The morning trek to the top of Jakhu and back took four to 
five hours, incorporating the meal-stop and perhaps seven kilometres 
walking distance, broken up by much stopping to stare at and admire 
the many hillside views and attractions the Shimla region has to offer, 
including a fabulous vista of the Himalayas. 

Pepé’s feet are now back firmly on Irish soil. He is delighted to 
have added two such high peaks to his ever-growing collection of 
summits, so has been regaling his barfly friends and cronies with tales 
of Hillary-like derring-do on his latest conquests high on the Roof 
of the World. In fact, he will regale anyone who will listen (except, 
of course, serious hill-walkers and knowledgeable mountaineering 

types – he tends to 
avoid those when he’s 
feeling expansive).

I’m listening to him 
now as he sits at the 
end of the counter 
clasping his pint, 
spinning yarns of his 
recent pair of “Everest-
related” (his words, 
not mine) conquests – 
“a 7,000 footer and an 
8,000 footer not easily 
tamed,” he says (you 
will have gathered that 

Pepé loves to talk in old money, not metres, when it comes to his 
achievements).

There he goes again now bragging about the constant battle 
with altitude sickness, the severity of the slopes (true, admittedly), 
the threat of leopard attack (in Shimla?), that debilitating glare of 
the eternal snow on (very distant) nearby peaks, his aching limbs on 
reaching the summit (also true). Etc, etc. And they’re all glued to his 
every word.

“He’s better than the television,” one of the eegits whispers in an 
aside to his friends.

Pepé is in his element now. He’s blathering on about some sort 
of “dangerous crevasse” – I don’t know where that comes from. 
It must be some figment of his twisted imagination because there 
was nothing remotely dangerous about his two miniscule treks in 
the Shimla Hills; nothing beyond what you would find on a harmless 
Sunday morning pre-lunch stroll in the Boggeraghs. There, he’s off 
again, making it up in droves as he spouts on and on worse than the 
Mahon Falls in wintertime. Has the man not an ounce of shame, not 
even a scintilla of it, in his boastful sinews at all? g

Statue of Lord Hanuman, the Monkey 
God, on Jakhu Hill

Ice Cream Thief Caught on Camera in Shimla
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FORTY YEARS A RAMbLINg
by Aidan Dillon
My introduction to climbing Irish mountains came over forty years ago. 
We were on a family holiday in Kerry. Dad took me and my brother for 
a hike. We loaded up with chocolate bars, lucozade and oranges.  We 
had no proper boots, maps or outdoor clothing. However, Dad could 
hardly have chosen a better walk, Mount Brandon by the wonderful 
Faha route. It was a fine day, the route was way marked and we made 
it up and down without much trouble. In my teens I was also involved in 
the boy scouts and did some orienteering. The outdoors bug bit deeply 
and half a lifetime later I’m still enjoying climbing the Irish hills and 
mountains. Somehow my mountains ‘to do’ list never gets any shorter. 
But what of hill walking itself and how has it changed in four decades?

Perhaps the biggest change is that an obscure past-time has gone 
mainstream. It is hard to bemoan the popularity of hill-walking, except 
perhaps for the increasing trail wear of popular routes. Wicklow seems 
blighted by this issue. I can’t see myself returning to the likes of Djouce 
or Lugnaquilla anytime soon.  The tourist routes up Carrauntohill and 
Croagh Patrick should also be avoided. Thankfully there are large areas 
of the country where this isn’t an issue and where it is a real pleasure to 
meet a fellow walker on the hills. I  understand that new walkers want 
to climb the popular routes, but I’m mystified that more experienced 
walkers will repeatedly climb the ‘big name’ mountains rather than 
spending those precious days exploring lesser known but equally  
enjoyable hills.  

A really positive change has been the transformation in the quality of 
maps available to Irish walkers. It is hard to believe that barely 20 years 
ago the only maps available were at the tiny half inch to the mile scale.  
These showed you how to get to the hills, but not how to climb them. A 
few more popular areas had one inch to mile maps. These were better, 
but had limited contour detail above a certain height.  It wasn’t until 
the mid 1990s and the roll-out by the Ordnance Survey of its 1:50,000 
Discovery Series that hill walkers finally got the maps they needed. 

Harvey’s and East-West Mapping 
have also produced some very 
fine maps. If nothing else they 
keep the Ordnance Survey on its 
toes. 

There were few hill walking 
guidebooks available thirty 
years ago. Local knowledge 
had to be relied upon. Maybe 
walkers were quicker to talk to 
local farmers or maybe they just 
tended to stay on their local hills. 
You were more likely to meet a 
farmer out on the hills in those 
years. Hill farming has always 
been a precarious occupation. 
Many upland farmhouses have 
now been abandoned or even 
buried under commercial forests.  
The few remaining farms are 
often worked on a part-time 

basis. The switch from headage payments to single farm payments has 
greatly reduced the numbers of livestock on the hills. This has thankfully 
eliminated the crazy over grazing of the 1990s, but fewer farm animals 
mean fewer reasons for farmers to head out onto the hills. 

We now have a very wide range of excellent guidebooks. Collins 
Press, in particular, seem to produce several high quality books each 
year. These range from the very practical to the coffee table type book. 
We also have something that was unthinkable in the 70’s – the internet. 
There is endless information available on sites such as Mountainviews 
about even the most obscure hills.  Routes can be downloaded, maps 
and photographs checked and reams of advice obtained all at the click 
of a button. This would have seemed like science fiction to the walkers 
of a few short years ago

The Celtic Tiger left us the legacy of a decent motorway network. 
This has opened up large swathes of the country. The Mournes and the 

Another era: the old haf-inch map
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Galtees are now day trips from Dublin. In the 1980s Dublin to Kerry 
was a 6 hour journey if, and it was a big if, you had a car. If you didn’t 
then hitch hiking was a popular option. You usually got there eventually, 
though there were legendary tales of hours spent waving your thumb 
at cars outside Castleisland.  Another popular option if you were in 
a club was the group trip in a hired bus. This meant you were limited 
to whatever routes and dates the leaders chose. It was very sociable, 
though with a large group it could be a bit like a sponsored walk. You 
might spend more time looking at the back of the walker in front of you 
rather than the scenery.

Walking gear, such as we had, was pretty limited. You largely made 
do with what you had such as woollen jumpers and knitted hats. Army 
surplus was one option, though second hand boot were never a great 
idea. We heard tales of this marvellous new material called Gortex, 
but it was well outside our budget. Heavy PVC lined coats were more 
affordable, but you ended up as wet from sweat as from rain. Canvas 

rucksacks did the job, but were far from waterproof. Thankfully decent 
quality gear is now much more widely available and affordable. It’s a 
few years since I’ve seen someone struggling up a hill in a heavy over 
coat and corduroy trousers with their lunch in a carrier bag.

The only technology we had was a Silva compass. I still use one – 
it’s waterproof and doesn’t need batteries or recharging. I’m not anti-
technology. I carry a GPS, though I much prefer a map and compass. 
It’s hard to study a route on a 3 inch screen. My GPS spends most of its 
time in the bottom of my rucksack. It’s a fall back for when I’m unsure 
of my location, especially in poor visibility. I don’t get the idea of hikers 
downloading a route and trudging along peering at a tiny screen. 
Getting away from screens is part of my reason for climbing hills.

Maybe it’s creeping old age, but I’m also wary of mobile phones on 
the hills. About fifteen 
years ago I joined a 
large group for a St 
Stephens Day walk in 
Wicklow. Mobile phones 
were the big new ‘must 
have’ present that 
Christmas. When we 
got to the top about 
half the group produced 
their shiny new Nokia’s 
and rang somebody to 
proclaim that they had 
summited a modest hill. 
Surely there is a conflict 
between the modern 
obsession with always 
being ‘connected’ and 
the hillwalkers desire 
to get away from it all. 
I accept that mobile 
phones have saved the 
lives of more than a 

So which is it? Are you a 
hitcher or a hiker?

1980’s hillwalking essential.
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few unlucky or unwary hill walkers. Mountain Rescue is rarely involved 
in extended searches these days as they can often use technology 
to locate a casualty. However, I still resent the sound of a ring tone 
interrupting a fine day on the hills. 

One area of great progress is in weather forecasting. We now have 
reliable weather forecasts, at least for a few days ahead. It is very easy 
to avoid really bad weather. It still rains just as much in Ireland, but if 
you are flexible about the days you head out you can avoid the serious 
down pours and, equally dangerous on the hills, strong winds. I’ve 
learned over the years that in bad weather all Irish mountains look much 
the same. My only ascent of Mweelrea was on a damp, foggy day. I 
saw nothing and I feel that I don’t know Mweelrea at all. There is a 
difference between climbing a mountain and really seeing and enjoying 
it. There are days when you should stay off the mountains, especially 
the bigger ones. For example, I’ve seen charity walks with large groups 
of enthusiastic but inexperienced and poorly equipped hikers heading 

up the Reeks in poor weather. Mad stuff, wait for a fine day when it will 
be a pleasure to bring novices up the hills not an endurance test.

I recommend that all serious hill walkers try orienteering. It is a 
great way to really learn how to read a map and how to navigate. 
Once you can do that the hills are your own. I’m amazed at how many 
experienced hill walkers can’t navigate. They just keep revisiting the 
routes they know or rely on others to lead them. They miss so much. 
These are a few of my thoughts about hill walking and the changes 
I have seen. My to do list for 2017 includes a return visit to Mount 
Brandon, this time with my 8 year old son. I’m not trying to make a hill 
walker out of him, but I do hope he gets some appreciation for our 
wonderful Irish hills. g

Aidan Dillon is originally from Dublin. He lives in Tipperary and is a 
member of the Nenagh Walking Club.

Mweelrea, as unseen by Aidan Dillon
Photo: Flippons, Wikimedia Commons 
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David guenot reflects on hillwalking in Ireland 
and the Pyrenees
The lyrics of one the most famous -and one of my favourite- songs 
from the Rolling Stones came to my mind as I started writing this 
article: “Let me please introduce myself”…

My name is David Guenot, I am French, aged 41, and live near 
Toulouse in South West France. I have been a keen member of MV 
since I discovered it in late 2012, and cannot be thankful enough for 

all the information this website is sharing. My father is French, but my 
mother is English, with some Irish origins on her father’s side, which 
means that, even though for some reason I did not learn to speak 
English as a child, I have always felt I am caught between two worlds. 
So I am literally trying to enjoy the best of both worlds, especially 
when it comes to hiking.

I discovered Ireland in 1996-97 when I had the opportunity to 
spend a year at the University of Limerick. Well, I did not study much 
-socialising happened to be much more interesting- but was able 
to spend a week-end here and there in Kerry, Clare or Connemara, 
and also take a ten-day trip to Donegal just before flying back home 

THE bEST OF bOTH wORLDS
Ireland or the Pyrenees? 

Photo: David Guenot
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to France. I had a few hikes and climbed a few hills, but my lack of 
equipment at the time did not allow for long walks. I came back with 
a friend for a week in 2001, but only in September 2005 did I dare 
tackling some real mountains, in Connemara: my first ones were 
Benlettery and Bengower. A few days later I tried to climb Mweelrea 
from the West. I had to retreat, battled by the strongest gales of wind 
I had ever faced and lashes of rain, with no certainty I had reached 
the top (I found out in summer 2015 I had not). Back to Clifden the 
same night, a Scottish guy I had met at the hostel handed me a book: 
“The Height Of Nonsense” from Paul Clements, where the author 
was describing precisely what I had endured a few hours before !! I 
ran to the local bookshop the next day… I then climbed Doughruagh 
and ended the stay with an almost complete Glencoaghan Horseshoe 
(just skipping Benlettery), an unforgettable experience which got 
me addicted for good. I came back the next year and climbed 
Carrauntoohill under the rain, but soon got pretty busy with the (true) 
joys of parenthood, so that was it for quite a while. Until November 
2012 and a trip to Donegal. I have been back to Ireland three or four 
times per year ever since, enjoying hill-bagging all over the country, 
and would not have traded one of these weeks for a week in the 
Pyrenees !! The Irish hills are haunting me, calling me. I truly miss 
them when I am away for too long. 

But what makes the Irish hills so attractive? I can remember 
reading an excellent article from Helen Fairbairn, and another one 
from a Canadian couple, who were all telling about the good sides of 
hiking in Ireland: the landscapes, the remoteness, the proximity of the 
ocean, the ancient sites, the weather (yes, the light in Ireland really 
has something special),… and the friendly people and the pubs and 
live music of course!! This is all fine and true. But the Pyrenees really 
have their say in terms of landscapes and remoteness, and the people 
who live there are friendly, too. Then what is the difference between 
hiking in Ireland and hiking in the Pyrenees ? Let us compare these 
two different worlds…

access
Don’t  get me wrong: I love the Pyrenees. The main reason why I 
never took a one-week (or longer) trip to the Pyrenees is because 

I live only 1h30 from the first slopes, which means I can easily drive 
there for a day or for a week-end. The Pyrenees offer an infinite range 
of possibilities for hiking, from family strolls to long treks, which may 
include some scrambling, rock-climbing, but also skiing. They are very 
different from the Irish mountains, of course. This is a huge massif, 
the combination of dozens of ridges separated by deep valleys, 
culminating at 3404m at the Pico de Aneto. The French and Spanish 
sides offer a lot of various landscapes, from green, round grassy 
hills to spiky arêtes, from desolate ridges and stony corries to steep 
slopes covered with dark, deep forests. But most of the countless 
higher summits remain inaccessible to the average hill-walker (like 
me) in the winter and spring, and even the rest of the year for some 
which require some proper rock-climbing skills, which I do not have. 

The Irish mountains are accessible almost all year round and only a 
few summits need some scrambling skills. I am pretty sure that, apart 
from the sea stacks, I can bag any summit in Ireland (it never gets 
harder than a grade 1 scramble, unless one chooses a specific route), 
which is definitely not the case with the Pyrenees !! 

The summit of Vallibierna (3062m) in the Spanish Pyrenees is separated from 
Tuca de las Culebras (3054m) by the Paso del Caballo (in the foreground). A scary 
experience! Photo: David Guenot
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As for access issues, they are quite seldom in the Pyrenees, as 
most of the high ground remains unfenced.

Dimension
In the Pyrenees, summiteering is not necessarily the purpose of a 
hike, which may consist of a long haul up along a valley to visit some 
beautiful, remotes cirques/coums and their lakes or waterfalls. This 
could also be done in Ireland, though it would generally need less 
time and climbing.

Reaching a high summit in the Pyrenees -say, over 2500m- usually 
means over 1000m climbing to be done at one go and down the 
same way. This is definitely another dimension. Even though I 
must say the Reeks do give this impression of high, alpine summits 
somehow, the height of the Pyrenees and the comparatively huge 
size of the massif mean the possibilities in terms of hiking are endless.

terrain
But besides the height, the main difference is the terrain. The 

Pyrenees have 
good trails, often 
marked, which offer 
considerable ease 
both for walking and 
getting oriented. 
The long haul up 
with over 1000m 
climbing sometimes 
happens to be less 
exhausting than 
the same amount 
of climbing done 
more progressively 
but off-track along 
a lower Irish ridge, 
with endless soggy 
patches of bogland 
followed by a descent in knee-high heather sucking out your energy. 
Hence the surprise and disbelief of my friends here in France when I 
say I love hiking in Ireland!

Another difference is the presence of refuges, which allow walkers 
to get under cover in case the weather turns bad, but also to plan 
several days hiking in a row.

Then there is the forestry. And there are quite a few tracks running 
through them. A true relief when the weather is warm, but it can be 
quite tricky sometimes to find your way amongst several unmarked 
paths along steep slopes with all the forestry blocking the views. I can 
say I did take a wrong turn quite a few times, but fortunately came to 
realise  soon afterwards. On the other hand, in some parts the mature 
trees allow for a quick, straightforward ascent or descent off-track.  

As you reach the higher ground, on the way to the +2500m 
summits, the trails get less defined and the ground gets really rocky. 
The Irish mountains and the Pyrenees are of course different in terms 
of geology, but I am no expert in the matter, so cannot tell much 
about it. As for summiteering, not many marked trails lead to the 

On the way to the Pic de Campbieil (3172m, my highest summit climbed so far) 
from the Pic d’Estaragne (3006m), in the Massif du Néouvielle, with its highest 
summit, the Pic Long (3192m) to the right. Another dimension with a lunar 
landscape Photo: David Guenot

With such obvious trails, posts and markings, it is hard 
to get lost, even in the mist. Photo: David Guenot
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higher summits. Orienteering skills, which may not necessarily seem 
to be required when it comes to follow some markings, then become 
essential. Hiking in Ireland has enabled me to gain some experience 
in orienteering (even though I still have a lot to learn), but when 
visibility turns low, I find the Pyrenees, despite offering more features 
one could rely on to get oriented, a bit more ominous on their higher 
parts -although I would not like to get caught in the mist on the 
Beenkeragh ridge either!

weather
Another main difference is of course the weather. Weather conditions 
can change very quickly in Ireland, especially in the remote, Western 
areas. You can start a walk under bright sunshine and find yourself 
struggling against heavy rain -or hailstones or snow- and gale force 
winds less than an hour later. Four seasons in a day!

In the Pyrenees, temperatures can reach a high in the summer 
and get really cold in the winter, but the weather is generally less 

unstable and the forecast 
more reliable, although 
rain may sometimes come 
unexpectedly, or a hot, 
sunny day may end with 
some thunderstorm, also 
meaning the temperature 
can drop dramatically. I 
experienced it once in 
July 2014. I had planned 
to take in six tops, starting 
with the highest at about 
2175m. By the time I had 
reached the second one, 
the weather had turned 
a bit cloudy and thunder 
could be heard faraway in 
the distant valleys to the 
South. But then no other 
warning. Only as I was 
reaching the fourth top 
did the wind take in, and 
suddenly thunder crashed 
-quite close this time. I 
touched the summit cairn 
and ran downhill under a 
thick shower of hailstones 

Hailstones on the way down the Sommet de Pouy-Louby (2091m). Photo: David Guenot
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(see photo above), not really prepared nor properly equipped for 
such a dramatic change in the weather. The car was only a mere 45 
minutes from there, and after 15 minutes, the hail and rain stopped, 
as I was reaching a farm track at the bottom of the vale. The sun 
then reappeared, and by the time I got back to the car I was almost 
completely dry. Another lesson learnt !! As far as I can remember, 
this was almost the only time I got caught with bad weather in the 
Pyrenees, while it happened on many occasions in Ireland. 

Another concern: you may get sunburnt while hiking in Ireland, but 
the sun shines  brighter as you get high in the Pyrenees; also, beware 
of sun strokes from June to September in the Pyrenees, as it can get 
pretty hot, even at 2000m.

Flora and Fauna
Different landscapes, heights and latitudes of course mean different 
flora and fauna. The Pyrenees are the host of quite a few interesting 
species, some native and endangered.  Late spring and summer are 
the best periods to enjoy the variety of wild flowers and butterflies. 
Isards and marmots can be seen quite regularly while tackling the 
higher slopes in summer, while quite a few species of birds of prey 
can be seen, the most impressive being the griffon vulture (Gyps 
fulvus) and the bearded vulture (Gypaetus barbatus), the first being 
quite common in some parts -I once saw about a hundred hovering 
over my head (see pic) !!- and the latter being quite rare. Endangered 
native species like the Pyrenean desman (Galemys pyrenaicus) or the 
Pyrenean frog (Rana Pyrenaica) are rarely seen as well, and show the 
necessity to protect these fragile environments.
 

While midges are not to be found in the Pyrenees, mosquitoes 
can be a pest in some places. But only two animals could pose a 
hazard. While meeting one of the 29 Pyrenean bears is rather unlikely, 
one may encounter one of the few species of vipers - of which the 
endangered native Pyrenean viper (Vipera seoanei) - although I have 
never seen any myself.

As for vegetation, the Pyrenees do not lack of deciduous 
forests. Boglands can be found here and there, but they are not as 

widespread as the boglands which can be found in the British Isles. 
Heather is quite common though, and I once found some similarities 
with Ireland, close to where I got caught by the hail-storm: walking up 
a steep slope in knee-high heather to reach a track on a flat, grassy 
ridge and find myself in front of… a standing stone (see the very first 
pic)!

Dangers
Care is required if hiking the Pyrenees in winter and spring, as 

snowslides are quite common at these periods. This could probably 
also happen locally in winter in Ireland, but I guess this must be quite 

Dozens of griffon vultures (Gyps fulvus) take the air near the Sommet d’Antenac 
(1990m). Photo: David Guenot
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seldom. Floodings happen as well and can be really devastating. 
Heavy rain combined with the thaw cascading down deep valleys can 
drown entire villages, like it happened in St-Béat on 18. June 2013. 

And it may happen all of a sudden. Also, there are numerous dams 
in the Pyrenees, and one should keep away from the valley floor while 
walking downstream, just in case (see photo caption above).
Last but not least, what you will not find in Ireland is permanent snow 
or glaciers. Special gear and skills are, of course, mandatory year-
round if you want to venture up some of the highest peaks like the 
Pico de Aneto (3404m) or the Vignemale (3298m).

As a conclusion, I would say I keep learning every time I go out 

for a hike in the mountains, but I feel that hiking in such different 
environments enables me to learn even more. Being aware of these 
differences certainly is essential in terms of safety, but it also makes 
me feel I am a lucky man somehow. And it entices me to discover 
some other mountain ranges. Still have a lot of hill-walking/hill-
bagging planned, both in Ireland and in the Pyrenees, but I think it is 
also time for me to go and tackle a few Munros now. Anyway, if you 
ever decide to come around hiking in the beautiful Pyrenees, just let 
me know… ;-) g

The barrage de Cap-de-Long, with the Pic de Néouvielle (3091m) in the 
background. Besides the fact that a dam could break, leading to a major disaster, 
some large volumes of water sometimes have to be released from its reservoir 
when the latter’s level reaches a certain high. This could punctually turn a small 
brook into a flooding stream, so best is to avoid the valley floor while approaching 
a dam. Photo: David Guenot

A lucky man proudly standing at the top of the Pic de 
Sauvegarde (2738m). Photo: David Guenot
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Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members.

View from Croaghskearda  b Strikeen Boyeeghter Bay from Crocknasleigh   b Aidy

Errigal from Drumnalfferny NE Top   b Onzy Eagles Nest, Purple Mtns   b thomas_g
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Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members.

Mullagh More   b Damian120 Lough Chom Callain from Slievenalecka   b Bunsen7

Summit of Camaderry SE Top  b jasonmac Sunset on Crocknasleigh   b Aidy
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Knockalla, NW Donegal   b Aidy
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THE MAUMTURkS  
CHALLENgE 2017
Jim Holmes
A handful of years ago, this plenty fit chap 
cruised home in or around 7th place on 
the Maumturks Challenge. Never is the 
Challenge ever going to be a race... that 
goes against the cardinal principle of what 
true Challenge Hillwalking is all about... but 
needless to say that the chap was plenty 
pleased with his efforts on the day and that 
his years of experience was showing true... 

This year saw the overseeing of the 
initial registration being handed over to a 
third party event management company. 
Would-be walkers could register for a 
number of friends, that in effect, meant, 
that all it would take, would be for a 
pleateroa of lightning fast, internet savvy 
punters to be ahead of you in the queue 
and your aspired place was gone! 

This is exactly what happened. This 
happened to our aforementioned friend 
too, but like many, he made the conscious 
decision to take part in the Walk anyway. On the given day, they 
would be numerous, tens, of walkers. 

They were named “The Undocumented” by the stewards on the 
ground, who each year expertly strive in their efforts to keep ALL 
who pass over the Turks on the Challenge, safe and sound. 

It was whilst training for this great Challenge a couple of weeks 
earlier that this man tragically fell to his death. His name was Patrick 
(Paddy) Casey; he was a well-known and experienced Hillwalker. 

A very cool, almost freezing fog was to greet over 200 
walkers as they arrived at the first Checkpoint of Corcogmore. A 
beautiful mountain which scores a very high grade of 89% on the 
MountainViews website for good reason... its views are spectacular. 

Although the darkness of the night sky has yet to pass and there 
is still low lying cloud... 

Everyone knows what is going on underneath! 
And yet, not even before Binn Mhór something incredible starts 

to happen... Walkers are starting to describe how their silhouettes 

Breaking through the cloud inversion at Binn Mhór. Photo: Jim Holmes
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are being projected forwards into mystical looking rainbow spheres . 
... they are describing Brocken Spectres!!

There is an enchantment up here atop the Maumturks that is 
known to many. The freshest of breaths spill in from the Atlantic and 
the Pale Quartzites can quite simply, reflect the full spectrum of light 
on any given day. There are sound definitions of what is at work here 
... but nevertheless, the more you walk over these mountains - the 
less you come to understand. 

They both enchant and mesmerise. 

With only the highest peaks of the Twelve Bens 
visible over an enveloping cloud inversion . . . over 
here on the Turks, the day will remain beautifully 
clear and bright. 

It is now out of this clearest of sunshine that I 
meet Holly. 

Within the deepest of brown eyes there 
is a sorrow here that many will miss. Youthful 
expectations are in exuberance with this young 
woman, she wears a continuous smile that is 
infectious to all she meets. She walks with a friend 
and is glad that she has chosen to. As late as the 
night before, she tells me, how she still wasn’t certain 
if she should undertake the Challenge. It’s not that 
Holly isn’t prepared and it certainly isn’t anything 
to do with her fitness levels . . . she has that most 
enviable of characteristics that blesses her with a 
“natural fitness”... just like her father. 

No, as it happens Holly is walking in her father’s 
honour and in her father’s name. 

Holly is the daughter of the late Patrick Casey. 
Holly is quite literally walking in her father’s 

footsteps. 
The compose, the demeanour but most brilliantly, 

the smile that Holly portrayed onto all who would 
meet her was to put it simply, inspiring... an 

inspiration to all. 
I have reported on many a Challenge Walk over 

the years this is my 10th report on the Maumturks Challenge. I 
remember how even picking the word “report” was done with great 
care... never, was I ever going to critisize a Challenge Walk... from 
the outset I had made the decision to always do what I could to 
promote Challenge Hillwalking in Ireland (albeit in my own unique 
“rant and raving” orative way). Either way, every Challenge Walk that 
I personally have ever been on, has been run (without exception) with 
great expertise and care.

Looking down on the Checkpoint at Maumturkmore. Photo: Jim Holmes
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But before the day’s end on this year’s Maumturks I knew only 
all too well how this would be my last report on the Maumturks 
Challenge... it would be wrong for me to try to add any more to the 
great day that is... especially with such talented young bucks every 
bit as orative like Gerard Sheehy and Patsy Cahalane blazing such an 
interesting trail. 

But onwards and upwards, as the day progresses, over this classic 
“ridge walk”. 

At Letterbreckaun many (myself included) find it a necessity to 
take on board extra water from the lake here, the day is that warm. 
At all the Checkpoints the ever helpful stewards from NUIG greet all 
with encouragement and friendship.

And now here at the Col of Despondency where the vistas are 
extraordinary it has now become obvious that it has been a fabulous 
day... it is the best weather of any that I can remember... 

but that’s not the point... in all my years, it has been the most 
inspiring. 

Sincere Thanks to NUIG Hillwalking.

The month of May will see The Wayfarers Hiking Club host the ever 
popular Blackstairs Challenge.

Here too on this walk the limit of two hundred participants was 
very quickly realised, with a waiting list now in operation!  This is 
certainly now becoming the norm with many a Challenge Walk up 
and down the country! This is a lovely walk that follows the Carlow 
Kilkenny border over the Blackstairs Mountains. Whilst it’s primarily 
Mount Leinster and Blackstair Mountain (and everything in between) 
that need to summited – the day always, without fail, throws in a 
surprise or two. It has a walking length of 31km and an ascent of 
1,700m.  

Taking place later then in June is the famous lug walk with 
places still available. This day’s entertainment is hosted by the Irish 
Ramblers (Dublin). Whilst the jury will be forever undecided as to 
whether or not The Lug Walk IS the actual hardest walk on the 
Challenge Calendar... it wins out easily as the longest! With 37 miles 
(in old money) of lateral legnth - this is always a full and long day. 

No wonder it takes place as close to the longest day possible!

So Keep Safe Boys and Girls and make sure you’re well 
provisioned... one year on the Blackstairs Challenge saw 
temperatures reach a blistering 25 degrees!!

Enjoy your day and don’t forget to make new friends!
Jim Holmes g

Mount Leinster and The Blackstairs. Photo: Sun Ladder, Wikimedia Commons

UpCOmINg ChalleNge eveNts
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THE FEI SHEEHY CHALLENgE
gerry McVeigh
Like many reading this article, I could be accurately described as 
a keen Irish hill walker. I walk regularly in the hills, enjoy my own 
company most of the time, have visited many of the mountain areas 
in Ireland, walk throughout the year in all weathers (though pray for 
sun or snow, ideally both together) and go slightly weak at the knees 
when thinking about spending money on walking gear.

One thing I did not do, until three years ago, was participate in 
Challenge Walks. These were the preserve of the lunatic fringe – the 
fitness fanatics, the super experienced and the competitive hordes, 
who pushed themselves to the limits of endurance – not a place for a 

keen Irish hill walker like me!
The names of the ‘Glover Walk’, the ‘Maumturks Challenge’, the 

Mourne Sevens or the ‘Tom Crean Endurance Walk’ sounded like 
they should be whispered in reverence, preferably with an alter as 
a backdrop. They invoked thoughts of epic adventure and brutal 
consequences – not a place for a keen Irish hill walker like me!

My Road to Damascus was hastened with the use of the 
internet and social media – connecting with others in the hill 
walking community, on MountainViews for the past 12 years and 
accelerated more recently on YouTube, Facebook and Twitter. There 
was a thriving community of hill walkers who shared their travels, 
adventures and love of the Irish hills and mountains through words, 
pictures and video.Walkers before they set off on the third day of the challenge on the 

Knockmealdown’s

Mary O’Connell from Ballyhoura Bears on the Galty’s
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A link to the ‘Fei Sheehy Challenge’ caught my eye through 
the dense clutter of Facebook stories in 2014. This was no easy 
Challenge – three days walking, 95 km and 4,200m of ascent crossing 
the Comeragh, Galtee and Knockmealdown Mountains – quite 
possibly reaching into the lunatic fringe category that I had defined 
in my head.

As I read about the Challenge I was pulled in ever deeper and 
inexorably took the plunge to register for my first Challenge Walk. I 
had been inspired by a story – the story of the Fei Sheehy Challenge.

Fei Sheehy was a beautiful young girl who was diagnosed with 
Osteosarcoma (a rare form of bone cancer) in 2011 and died in 2012, 
aged 8. Her father, Gerard Sheehy, despite living in the shadow of 
the Galtee and Knockmealdowns, had never climbed a mountain. 
Facing a metaphorical mountain to climb following the death of his 
young daughter Gerard took to the hills.

I have a sense this was a therapeutic experience, much as hill 
walking has been for me and countless others. The hills have been a 
space where the everyday clutter of life was left behind, where time 
slowed away from the fast paced world, where thoughts crystallised 
and decisions were made, where emotions and feelings bubbled to 
the surface like a fresh mountain stream.

Walking in the hills and mountains of Ireland is a magical thing. 
It provides a freedom that can be difficult to put into words - the 
silence and utter loneliness of a mist filled Comeragh plateau, the 
roar of a gale and the peppering of rain on the summit of Slieve 
Donard or watching the sun dip into the vastness of the Atlantic from 
a summit camp on Slieve Carr - feelings and memories that will last a 
lifetime.

I was inspired by the story of the Fei Sheehy Challenge because 
it spoke to me on a human level. It connected to my own feelings of 
pain, fear, doubt, happiness, joy and countless others. It encouraged 
me to reassess what I thought I was capable of and invited me to 
take a step forward…………. and I did.

The Fei Sheehy Challenge encompasses all that has been written 
here and more. It has challenged me to be in the company of others 

in the mountains. It has challenged me to push myself further and 
harder than I normally would do. It has given me red raw feet. It has 
allowed me to meet and keep in touch with some really amazing 
people. It has allowed me to raise money for very worthwhile 
charities. It has allowed me to explore new mountains and put ticks 
next to their names on MountainViews. It has allowed me...........to be 
more like me.

I want to be clear and say that the Fei Sheehy is the only 
Challenge Walk I have undertaken and will be likely to undertake 
BUT it has helped me change my perspective on Challenge Walks 
and those who participate in them. 

On finishing the first Fei Sheehy Challenge in 2014 Gerard Sheehy 
wrote:

“I was thinking of Fei and I know she would have been urging me 
on. I was walking hard into my home town with tears in my eyes. I was 
glad I was on my own, but I’m never alone on the hills. This challenge 

Participants at Eastern side of Galty’s before they made their way to Anglesboro
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was in her memory; she was a tough cookie, determined and fiercely 
brave. You have to be tough, determined and brave to take on a 
challenge like this. If you had 95kms and 4,200m height gain clocked 
on your boots over three days, I don’t think you’ll be forgetting her 
name very quickly.”

For more information and to register for the 2017 Fei Sheehy 
Challenge: 

https://www.facebook.com/FeisheehyChallenge/
http://www.feisheehychallenge.net/

Lian Sheehy presenting the Club Chllenge trophy to Ken Quinlivan and other Peaks 
Mountaineering Club members

Ken Quinlivan receiving his Certiticate and Medal from Gerard Sheehy

https://www.facebook.com/FeiSheehyChallenge
http://www.feisheehychallenge.net


EMvEE-TUBE

the pICk OF the latest OUtDOOr vIDeOs FrOm 
IrelaND aND sCOtlaND.

The rarely seen foot of the Slieve League cliffs, from 
member IainMiller. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkYNgsci3bw

Mullaghanattin from the Ballaghbeama Gap, from YouTube 
member bradleylinemihler.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xAqJyhOdVGo

Wild camping and photography hints in the incomparable 
Cuillin of Skye, from YouTube member Renegade Scot.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Xj-G0dxV80

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkYNgsci3bw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xAqJyhOdVGo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Xj-G0dxV80


An appeal for your help from MountainViews.ie
Particularly for programmers.

As you know, MountainViews.ie exists solely through the efforts of its volunteers and contributors.
And hopefully we can continue to offer this free resource for a very long time. While the MountainViews committee is well-

represented across a broad number of skills such as strategic planning, design, surveying, research etc, we do urgently need 
some support on the technical side, as the entire workload for this area currently falls on a single individual.

To this end we are asking for volunteers to help ensure the continuance of MountainViews.ie into the future, by offering to 
assist in matters such as software maintenance, making minor feature changes, fixing bugs, dealing with hosting issues etc.

The MountainViews.ie website is developed using Open Source Tools such as Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP, 
Javascript,jQuery and OpenLayers. It is hosted on a virtual server. Volunteering would involve from a couple of hours 

committment a week to more depending on interest. Currently we particularly need someone to help in software 
development/ maintenance.

Please help ensure that MountainViews remains the finest hillwalking resource in these islands.
If you think you have at least some of the necessary technical skills and would like a chat without commitment please 

contact admin@mountainviews.ie

Many thanks

SOS

MountainViews.ie
MountainViews.ie
MountainViews.ie
MountainViews.ie
mailto:admin@mountainviews.ie


NOtICes

•	 If you are contributing, please be careful to respect the interests 
of landowners. Suggest access routes well away from houses, 
gardens or that could conceivably impact farming activities. When 
walking, keep away from gardens or farm buildings. Use stiles 
or gates wherever possible. Never do anything that could allow 
animals to roam where the farmer did not intend. Ask permission 
where appropriate.

•	 Report suspicious activity to the police forces, as below.

•	 If your car is broken into in an upland area report it to the PSNI 
or Gardai as this will help them be aware of the issue and tackle 
it in future. Store the numbers. In Northern Ireland use the PSNI 
non-emergency number 0845 600 8000. In the Republic you can 
find the local Garda District HQs phone numbers at www.garda.ie/
Stations/Default.aspx. Specifically for the hotspot of Wicklow: the 
Garda Divisional Headquarters in Bray is 01 6665300.

•	 If you hear of a problem area or route, write it up in 
MountainViews which does everyone a service. Report rubbish 
tipping in the Republic - ring EPA hotline 1850 365 121 

•	 Report quads in national park area (in which they are banned). 
For Wicklow please phone the Duty Ranger: 087-9803899 or the 
office during office hours Telephone: +353-404-45800. Put these 
numbers in your phone, take regs etc. Let MV know of contact 
numbers for other areas.

•	 If you have climbed some of the less well known places, we would 
appreciate a summit rating and also GPS readings for summits.

•	 If we can, let’s make MV have more than one route up a summit 
so as to reduce the tendency for paths to appear. Your grid refs in 
comments for different starting points show up on MountainViews 
maps as well as GPS tracks.

•	 MountainViews are on Twitter as MountainViewsIE. Follow us and 
we will follow you back. Any queries to secretary@mountainviews.ie

Visit the MountainViews Facebook page: 
https://www.facebook.com/mountainviewsie/

thIs Newsletter

Editor: Simon Stewart, Homepage: www.simonstewart.ie 
Assistant editors: Colin Murphy, David Owens
Challenge Info: Jim Holmes
Track reviews: Peter Walker
Book reviews: Conor Murphy, Aidan Dillon, Peter Walker
Videography: Peter Walker
Graphics design advice: Brendan O’Reilly

Newsletter archive: 
View previous newsletters http://mountainviews.ie/newsletters/
UNSUBSCRIBING If you don’t want to receive any further monthly 
newsletters from Mountain Views click on Settings. Then change 
the option beside “Include on occasional mailing list” to “Do not 
include”. Then click the “Save” button. 
Alternatively let us know by email at admin@mountainviews.ie Include 
the email address you got this at or your screen-name.
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